PSA STAR

Yerba Buena Chapter of the Photographic Society of America
Spring 2017

Yerba Buena Proudly Presents an All-Day seminar
with Renowned Olympic Photographer Jeﬀ Cable
on Saturday, May 13 in San Leandro
Jeﬀ Cable, one of photography’s best speakers, will oﬀer
a full-day presentation on Olympic/Sports, Night Scenes,
and Travel Photography, including some of his favorite
personal shots
Saturday, May 13 • 9:00 am to 4:30 pm
Andrew Carnegie Lecture Hall - San Leandro Library
300 Estudillo Ave., San Leandro
Registration Fee: $50 for PSA Members until May 6
($55 thereafter and at door)
$60 for Non-PSA-Members ($65 thereafter and at Door)
8:30 am door open/walk-in registration

To register and for more information, please go to:
https://jeﬀcable2017.slickpic.com or click here for flyer.
He comes highly recommended by many including B & H Photo
whose testimomial follows:

“Jeff Cable is a rock star in the world of photography education.
He not only knows his stuff, but he has the unique gift of being
able to meet his students at their level and make complicated
technical information both easy to understand and entertaining.
His events sell out within minutes of being posted, and his videos
are among the most viewed on our website. Our attendees always
leave excited about what they've learned and asking when he'll
be back. Truly, any program is lucky to get him!”

Continued on page 2
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Jeﬀ Cable started his professional
photography career in the San Francisco Bay Area in 2004, photographing personal events. Since then he
has earned respect around the
globe, and is best known for capturing photos for the US Olympic Committee. He has photographed the
last five Olympic games, including
the 2008 Summer Olympic Games in
Beijing, the 2010 Winter Olympic
Games in Vancouver, the 2012 Summer Olympics in London, the 2014
Winter Olympics in Sochi, Russia and
the 2016 Summer Olympics in Rio de
Janeiro. to photo enthusiasts and
professionals around the world, including Africa, Australia, China, Europe, South America, and across the
United States. He is one of the most
watched and respected instructors
of photography, with millions of
viewers of his free online photography classes.
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Schedule:
9:00 - 10:35
10:35-10:50
10:50- 12:15

Night Scenics
Break
Olympic/Sports
Photography
12:15 - 1:45 Lunch Break
1:45 - 2:30
Travel Photography
2:30 - 2:45
Break
2:45 - 4:00 Jeff’s Choice of a Variety
Progam showing some
Portrait, Work Flow and
Events Photography
4:00 - 4:30
Questions

Michael Phelps at 2016 Olympics
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Another Judging Seminar sponsored by Yerba Buena
in November, 2016, plauded by attendees
Yerba Buena Chapter of PSA led another Judging Seminar late last year.
Eleven of the attendees handed in bios to Lois Shouse, Chapter Chair, which
was the first step toward becoming judges. There was a wide range of talks
given by current judges, which were well received. Speakers included: Lois
Shouse, Joan Field, Gene Morita, Melanie Lewert, Barbara Mallon, Greg Edwards, Dan Katzman, Alison Brooks, and Jeﬀ Dunn. Experts discussed each
division of the competition, as well as the general approach of how to present oneself as a judge. Participants were either awarded or able to purchase a
flash drive which contained the largest accumulation to our knowledge of articles and pointers on “How to Judge, ”compiled by Lois Shouse, Chairman.
We are urging the participants to finish the process. They can continue by
making rrangements with the mentors listed on our website: www.psayerbabuenachapter.org.

by Melanie Lewert
A few years ago the debate over RAW vs DNG looked to be leaning in towards the DNG file format as the way to go. Recently that debate has been
revisited by a number of people and the pendulum is swinging back towards RAW as the file format of choice. This article will explore the pros and
cons of each format.
First we have to understand what is RAW? A RAW file is the unprocessed
data coming directly from the camera sensor; and “raw” truly means what it
says—without any processing or manipulation what so ever. You might
have noticed that when you take a photo and then bring in the RAW file
that doesn’t look like the image that you saw on the back of your camera.
That’s because that image on your camera is a jpeg and has been processed
using the settings you have in your camera at the time. If you tell your camera you want to shoot in B&W, it will show you a B&W image on the back of
your camera, but if you are shooting RAW and then bring it into your processing software—like Lightroom—you will notice it starts out B&W and
then changes to color? Why? Because it displays the raw data—as in everything the camera sensor saw, and it saw the image as color. RAW files preserve the most amount of information about an image and generally
contain more colors and dynamic range than other formats. When you edit
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a RAW file you aren’t actually
changing that file; a side-car
file called an XMP file is created to hold all of your
scripted changes—think of
this a layer that has your
changes on it, while the base
layer, the RAW file, is untouched.
Every manufacturer has
their own RAW format which
is why some people like the
idea converting their RAW
files over to DNG (Digital
NeGative) files—an Adobe
open source format at was
created specifically to eliminate the anxiety of multiple
camera manufactures proprietary formats and to “futureproof” your files. According
to Adobe DNG files are RAW
files, but are 10-15% smaller
than your original RAW files
and do not have the need for
a XMP file; all the changes are
stored within the DNG file—
making backups take longer,
but makes file handling much
easier—especially if you want
to move your files around.
The DNG format has checksum information that is used
to scan and prevent file corruption. This is a feature not
available if you are using
RAW files. The metadata can
be written directly to the
DNG file meaning that when
using image management
software such as Lightroom,
you do not need to export
the file with a separate sidecar file in order to maintain
the metadata. Just in case
you want to do both, keep

Continued on Page 4
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RAW vs DNG (Continued)
your RAW file and go DNG there is a way to imbed your RAW file into your
DNG file—though you lose the space savings by doing so, generally doubling the finished file size-before you begin to do the conversion.
Sounds like DNG is a great alternative to RAW—no one wants to be left
out in the cold when their file format is deemed too old to be backwards
compatible. The question is why aren’t more people flocking to this open
format? The answer maybe be for two basic reasons—(1) Time: When you
do a DNG conversion the time it takes to convert from DNG to RAW, especially with large imports of data, can be irritating, and when you go to
backup up your database it takes more time as it has to rewrite the entire
file not just the XMP every time you make a change; (2) Compatibility: The
adoption by other software manufacturers, such as your favorite plug-in or
third-party software, hasn’t really taken oﬀ. Add to that if you enter photo
contests for which DNG files are not generally excepted, even with the RAW
files embedded (which may not be able to read by the recipient), and you
may find that the advantages in converting to DNG diminishing.
What are some of the other reasons for not going with DNG? Once you
convert to DNG and wipe out your original RAW files, you are at a point of
no return – there is no way to convert a DNG file back to the original RAW
file, even if you embed the RAW file into your DNG. Also when you bring
your RAW files into a RAW converter like Lightroom, LR shows you your files
with the camera profile of Adobe Standard. This may not be the best representation of your image—you might want to explore another camera profile such as: portrait, landscape, standard, or faithful. Possibly the best
reason not to ditch your RAW files in favor of DNG is that in the conversion
from RAW to DNG the camera profile will be baked in to Adobe Standard.
This may not be the best way to display your image and if you convert and
ditch, you don’t have a way to go back. Another point to note that nobody
really knows how to interpret a manufacture’s RAW image. It’s just a guess,
so the “RAW” file that Adobe can imbed into your DNG file isn’t really the
RAW file that you started with; if it could be pulled out you would find that
the manufacture’s software would no longer be able to read that file—
hence it’s not really the RAW file that is being embedded.
When the debate first came up I took a wait and see attitude, not wanting
to spend the time to convert my Terabyte+ library of photos to a new format. In revisiting this issue now years later, where professional photographers are now returning to RAW, I’m glad I didn’t

Possibly the best
reason not to
ditch your RAW
files in favor of
DNG is that in the
conversion from
RAW to DNG the
camera profile will
be baked in to
Adobe Standard.

Chapters Showcase
This year’s Chapters competition is just finishing up. By the time you get
this newsletter it will be completed.
Last year, as you may know, we were the host club and, as such, were not
able to enter into the contest, although we did submit a sample set of images. We hope you received our pleas to enter in 2017, as Yerba Buena
does quite well in a normal year. In 2015, we came in third.
In 2016, our best Yerba Buena photo award went to Greg Edwards, whose
image is shown below.
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Officers and
Board

The work of our Vice Chair, Sam Berzin, was essential to the logistics of
our challenge to the Chapters Showcase. Sam uses SlickPic as the means of
collecting and showing our images, as well as transmitting them to the
Chapters Showcase chair. To see the images that were judged and chosen
last year, please go to : https://yerbabuenapsa.slickpic.com/gallery/

KEEP IN MIND: COUNCILS' CHALLENGE AND
NEWSLETTER CONTESTS HAVE BEGUN
Councils' Challenge Open to PSA member Councils and Federations only,
closes June 15, 2017; for more information go to:
https://psa-photo.org/index.php?council-s-challenge-overview
Newsletter contest open to PSA Clubs, Councils, and Chapters, closes
June 1, 2017
Information on the Newsletter Contest, including Entry link, go to:
https://psa-photo.org/index.php?clubs-councils/newsletter-contest

ROCKY MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK EVENT
REGISTRATION OPENS March 22, 8am CST
by JR Schnelzer
Takes place September 15-17, 2017, at Rocky Mountain National Park in
Colorado - for PSA Individual Members Only
Led by JR Schnelzer, APSA, former Park Ranger at Rocky Mountain NP and
John Davis, Jr., HonPSA, MPSA, former President of PSA
Limited to first 12 participants - waiting list will be kept if the trip is sold
out.
For more information on this fun trip, go to:
https://psa-photo.org/index.php?rocky-mountain-national-park-event
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WELCOME NEW BOARD MEMBERS:
WE STILL NEED TWO MEMBERS-AT-LARGE
As you know, the Yerba Buena Board has been working on your behalf to bring you programs of excellence and PSA opportunities such as the C hapters Showcase for many years. We have been operating
under the disadvantage of missing Board positions. Fortunately, we have recently added three members
whose fresh blood has rekindled our motivation.
We would love two volunteers to attend our quarterly meetings as Members-at Large. Your job would
be to show up and give us your opinions toward our next enterprises. It’s interesting and the meetings are
usually followed by a snack time for camaraderie. Anyone interested should contact Lois Shouse
(bobloiss@comcast.net)

Meet our new members:
Melanie Lewert: Membership Chair
I have been taking pictures since I received first camera in 1969, a Kodak
Brownie Holiday; I became enamored with capturing the world on film. In
college I purchased my first 35mm camera—Minolta 370—and found that I
had a great eye for black and white. Until I moved onto a digital camera,
years later, all of my work was in black and white—enjoying the use of contrast and shadows to tell my story. Since going to digital I have found a
photographic voice that is unique unto my own. I’ve won a number of ribbons and have shown my work in several shows, outside of my club’s annual exposition. Photography is more than a hobby for me, it’s a
passion—it’s the way I can capture and celebrate life.

Jane Postiglione, Secretary
Jane Postiglione has been shooting images since she received her
first Brownie camera at age 11. As an undergraduate student in Architectural Interior Design at Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, New York, Jane
shot with a medium format 2 ¼ Minolta twin lens reflex camera and
a hand held light meter, and learned to developed film and make
black and white prints. After receiving her BFA from Pratt, Jane practiced design in New York City, travelled several times to Europe, and
then moved west to study Instructional Technology and multimedia
in graduate school at SF State. This lead to work in writing, shooting
and editing instructional training videos for the Army and the Navy,
as well as creating and delivering technology and management programs for the corporate world. Jane started using digital equipment in 2004.
Jane has won many club awards for her prints and digital images, and has been President of the Contra Costa Camera Club (Pleasant Hill), and President of the Northern California Council of Camera Clubs
(N4C). In addition to being on the Board of CCCC and N4C, Jane was a past Board Member of the Alamo
Danville Artist Society, and past Director of their Rotating Gallery. She also filled in as Interim Director
and Curator at Sun Gallery in Hayward, Ca. She has shown and sold her work in group and individual
shows at local galleries and establishments. Most recently several of her images were published in the
Best of Photography 2014 in Photographer’s Forum, a magazine for the emerging professional. In addition to her fine art photography, Jane shoots weddings and events with her photographer/musician
husband. You can view Jane’s website at: www.photographybypost.com
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Sam Berziin, Vice Chairman; Programs
Sam Berzin has long been active in photography in the Bay Area with
both Meet Up groups and as a member of Milbrae Camera Club.
According to Sam, “.I’ve been a photography enthusiast for as long as
I can remember. I started taking photos when I was 10 years old, and
haven’t stopped shooting since. 7 years ago, I decided to elevate my
photography skills to the next level. I began educating myself by enrolling in photography classes, joining a camera club, and eventually
started displaying my work at photo exhibits. I never travel without a
camera, and I find myself broadening my own perspective because of
it. As an added side eﬀect, I get to meet with interesting like-minded
people who share my passion for photography.”

UPCOMING EVENTS
Wild Flower Status 2017 Northern & Southern CA
http://www.desertusa.com/ wildflo/ca-north.htm
http://www.desertusa.com/wildflo/ca.html
http://www.desertusa.com/wildflo/ca_dv.html
http://www.desertusa.com/wildflo/ca_jtnp.html
Carizzo Plains should have a great flower bloom mid-late March
Best article on Carrizo Plains:
http://www.baoutdoors.com/2010/03/carrizo-plain-and-temblor-range-and.html
17-28 March
Tall Ships Lady Washington/Hawaiian Chieftain in Redwood City
21 March
Nature Photography Program by Bruce Finocchio, San Mateo 7pm
https://dreamcatcherimages.net/nature-photography-program/
March 30-April 24
Tall Ships Lady Washington/ Hawaiian Chieftain in Oakland
April 28-May 27
Milpitas Camera Club’s Annual Photgraphy Exhibit at the Milpitas Library
Reception: May 7, 2-4 PM
April 30
Pacific Coast Dream Machines at Half Moon Bay;
https://dreammachines.miramarevents.com
May 13
Yerba Buena PSA Jeﬀ Cable seminar, all day, San Leandro Library
https://jeﬀcable2017.slickpic.com
May 18 - 21
Calavaras County Fair featuring the Jumping Frog Jubilee
http://www.frogtown.org/performing-at-the-2017-fair
May 19 - 21
Rowell Ranch Rodeo - Local rodeo in San Leandro, can get close to action
http://www.rowellranchrodeo.com
May 21
Bay to Breakers- Join the Centipedes and Costumed Runners for their 12 K run
between Main & Howard Street, SF and Ocean Beach; great photo opportunties
http://baytobreakers.com/
August 21, 2017
Total Solar Eclipse Oregon etc. 11:20 am
October 2-9
Fleet Week 2017 San Francisco (Blue Angles 5-9 flying)
http://fleetweeksf.org
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HERE ARE SOME FAVORITE PHOTOS OF OUR BOARD MEMBERS

©Greg Edwards, 2017

I love Black and White
photography. This sheep
dog was spotted on the
way up to Bodie.
He posed for me.
©Joan Field 2017
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Ribbons of Light
© 2017 Melanie Lewert
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Fire Angel
© 2017 Jane Postiglione

©Lois Shouse 2017

Oriental Egret
©Joan Field 2017

Staircase
©2017 Joe Hearst
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WHAT CAN PSA DO FOR ME?

The benefits of PSA membership are diﬀerent for individual members
and organization (club/council) members.

Individual Membership Benefits

• PSA Journal full-color monthly magazine (mailed & online) and annual Who’s Who in Photography publication
• Opportunity to submit articles for potential publication in the PSA
Journal which is written by and for members
• Three noncommercial ads each year (no more than 5 lines or 175
characters) in the PSA Journal at no cost
• Access to My PSA free web site services (e.g., Image Evaluation,
Mentors, Consultants, resource links, up-to-date product and book reviews)
• Free online Individualized Photography Course, Advanced Photography Course, and Image Analysis Course
• Free Study Groups: online for digital images and via mail for prints
• Free services (e.g., Species Identification Service, Photo Travel Planning Service, Digital Product Information)
• Annual Conference with workshops, field trips, photo shoots, and
featured speakers at reduced registration fee
• Listing in and access to online Membership List following login
• Publication of photos on the PSA web site (e.g., a photo in the New
Member Gallery on joining, in the Show Your Stuﬀ Gallery on renewing
for year two, and in ROPA Galleries following receipt of a PSA Distinction)
• Creation of a personal photo gallery on the PSA web site for posting
up to twenty (20) images and a biography
• Use of PSA logo on personal web site and business card
• Opportunity to earn PSA Star Ratings and Recognition of Photographic Achievement (ROPA) with PSA Distinctions for Proficiency
(PPSA), Excellence (EPSA), Master (MPSA), and Grand Master (GMPSA)
• Opportunity to be elected an Associate (APSA) or Fellow (FPSA) of
the Society
• Opportunity to be recognized for photography and/or volunteer
service (Society, Service, Editorial, Web Site, Region Director, International Representative, and Membership Awards)
• Recognition of Membership Milestones when they are reached
• Competitions for specific topics/ themes (e.g., Creative, Portrait) or
format (e.g., 3D, digital essays, story boards, B&W prints)
• Reduced fee for PSA Adventures (e.g., Humanitarian trip to Cuba,
cruises)
• Reduced registration fee at local Chapter meetings (US only)
• Opportunity to present programs and seminars at local, regional,
and international meetings
• Discounts on photography-related products and services

Club Member Benefits
• Access to the PSA Club Services area following login where ten Consultants are available to help PSA-member club’s leadership with:
•Getting Started, PSA Membership, PSA Club Forums, Club Communi-

cation, Technical Assistance,
PSA Interclub Competitions,
Judging Services, Club Programs, Club Community Service, and Club Recognition.
• Listing on the club’s Region webpage on the PSA web
site including a link to the
club’s web site. Opportunity to
submit photos of club activities
for posting on the club’s PSA
Region webpage.
• A copy of the monthly PSA
Journal and annual Who’s Who
in Photography to bring to club
meetings and share with the
members.
• Receipt of quarterly The
Projector emailed newsletter
designed for PSA-member
clubs
• Invitation to join the Photo
Editors online forum which provides sample articles and other
information for the club editor/webmaster.
• Invitation to join the Camera Club Sparkle online forum
which provides an information
exchange for club Presidents
and the PSA Club Representative.
• Opportunity to participate
in Adobe sponsored PSA-member Club activities.
• Opportunity to enter the
six free PSA digital Interclub
competitions. These Interclub
competitions include Pictorial,
Creative, Nature, Travel, and
Photojournalism images. There
is also a free Print Interclub
competition.
• Loan of DVDs for PSAmember clubs (e.g., 75 Years of
PSA, CPID Best of the Best).
• Opportunity to participate
Continued on Page 10
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WHAT CAN PSA DO FOR ME? (Continued)
in the PSA Youth Showcase. The publicity generated by the Youth
Showcase is beneficial in recruiting new club members.
• Discounted customizable, template club web site that removes the
work load from one person and assures the maintenance & safety of the
images and data.
• Discounted software to manage the conduct of digital club competitions.
• Club judging service for every division; including real-time, remote
judging.
• Use of the PSA Logo on the club web site, newsletter, brochure,
etc.
• Recognition of Membership Milestones when they are reached
• Opportunity to submit application for the PSA Club Service Award
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